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Constitutional
Convention
Update: Making
Progress

i

By John Michael Hampton
Staff Writer
Nearly every organization or activity at UAH is governed
by the SGA Constitution. In recent months, sophomore Sena
tor, Samuel Parks, and a team that includes current SGA Rep
resentatives and members of the student body have spent
tireless evenings drafting a new SGA constitution.
"The SGA Constitution provides a framework for the op
eration of all student clubs and organizations (with the ex
ceptions of Fraternities, Sororities, ACE, and The Exponent)
and provides them periodically with a measure of discretion
ary funds. The Constitution also creates a uniform systemfor
the channeling of student opinions and interests. The SGA
Constitution touches every student of this University, whether
they are aware of it or not. Every member of the student body
is technically a member of the SGA; some members are just
more vocal than others," said Parks, explaining the impor
tance of composing this new document.
A number of reasons are ultimately behind this particular
project. Parks stated that the "most pressing objective in re
structuring the SGA is to make the body more accessible to
the students of this campus. As a group, we are also inter
ested in making the SGA more involved on campus, and the
decisions made within the body more transparent to student
body as a whole. Some specific changes that we are inter
ested in making to the SGA are: to go from a bicameral legis
lature to a unicameral (one house), to downsize the legisla
ture (which will retain the name of "Senate"), to reorganize

the Executive, and to become more involved with the
University's Judicial Board."
These changes are necessary in "making the SGA more
efficient as a whole," said Parks. "For the past five years, the
SGA has operated under a Constitution, that did manage to
maintain some resemblance of order, however, its language
has proven, and increasingly so in recent years, to be coun
terproductive to the enhancement of this body. At this time,
the bicameral system of the SGA legislature confuses most
students; some of the SGA members included, and dimin
ishes the role of the legislature as a representative body. Af-

GONSmunON on page 10

ICO Fashion Flare
By Sean Kaloi
Staff Writer
The International Cultural
Organization (ICO) hosted
the third annual Fashion
Flare last Monday. The
evening's festivities in
cluded current global
grooves, comedy, and of
course, the latest in interna
tional apparel. With the ex
traordinary amount of effort
put into the project, it is no
wonder that many of those
in attendance claimed that
this year's Flare was possi
bly the best ever.
The event opened with a
dimming of the lights and a
deep drone that shook the
floor. Then, figures emerged
from behind the curtains, cir
cling around the stage. Hold
ing candles, the group of five
or six stood motionless until
the lights and music came on.
Now apparent in the light,

these models garbed in tradi
tional dress from all around
the world began to strut up
and down the catwalk. Other
models emerged from the
whimsical, hand-painted
side-panels. After a quick trip
around the walk, each would
disappear again through the
same glittering doorways.
One spectator mentioned the
"craftiness" of this backdrop,
referring to the way that the
neutral tones allowed view
ers to concentrate on the
models.
Captivated by the unique
and well orchestrated tradi
tional round, viewers were
left thirsting for more. Rather
than leaving the audience
unsatiated, the program's
hosts, Waseem Quadri and
wife, Sohair Rao, carried the
show, implementing their vi
sion for the evening they
helped to so carefully plan.
Between each round of fash

ions, Quadri introduced a
variety of comedic acts, all
played out by the kneeslappingly amusing Alberto
Hernandez. Hernandez's first
act of the night was a delight
ful operatic performance with
a touch of multiple personal
ity disorder. He orchestrated
the dual-role performance
with exceptional precision (in
tenor) and finesse (in fal
setto).
The formal round exhib
ited a wide variety of tailored
looks. There were American,
Italian, English, and Indian

suits. There were also some
avant-garde, but no less
classy, alternative ensembles
as well. Internationally recog
nized looks including white
elegance touched up with
jewelry that gave the model
glitz and glamour appropriate
for such an occasion were
also seen. Of course in a show
that wishes to encapsulate
global trends, acknowledge
traditions, and provocatively
stun individuals with class,
the universal "little black
dress" certainly fulfilled

ICO on page 10

Safety tips while
searching for a job
By Ryan Masters

According to the Better
Business Bureau (BBB), one
As the spring semester of the most common online
ends, a new class of gradu scams involves the "per
ates must make the change sonal" invitation. "This job
from student to professional. scammer sends mass emails
This transition begins with to long lists of recipients. The
the creation of a resume and email claims to have seen
the start of a job search. This your resume on the internet,
can be performed by search notes that your skills match
ing listings in newspapers, the requirementsfor their job,
attending job fairs, and and invites you complete an
searching online sources online job application." From
such as Monster.com or other this email, the scammer then
employment websites. How tries to gather information
ever, scam ar-tists also use such as Social Security num
these resources to gain per bers, bank account informa
sonal information from pro tion, or credit card numbers
spective employees like through the use of bogus
credit card numbers, bank online applications or credit
account numbers, and Social references.
Another form of job
Security numbers, all of which
are used in identity theft scamming involves a similar
scams.
SAFETY on page 10
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Greek
By Barbie Czura
Kappa Delta
The KD Ladies are proud to announce
that they had the highest Greek GPA last
semester with five of the girls maintaining
4.0's! Congratulations ladies! They would
like to thank the ATO's for a great "Lock
up" mixer this past Friday. It was a ton of
fun! We would also like to congratulate the
ladies that played softball on Saturday; way
to go and win the game! This week's sister
spotlight is on Anne Olszewski. She is do
ing an awesome job as intramural chair and
also as a recruitment chair. All of your hard
work is very much appreciated, Anne! We
hope that everyone has a fun and safe spring
break!

Delta Chi
Delta Chi has had a great week with ev
erything going well. If you have any ques
tions about the fraternity, you can ask a
brother or you can visit the website,
www.deltachi-hsv.com.

Alpha Tau Omega
The ATO Founders Day Formal was
held this past Saturday at the Radisson.
Many alumni, brothers, pledges, and beau
tiful guests were present. Also keep your
calendars open because the widely known
Viking Party is coming soon!

Historian Dr. Robert J. Norrell a the University of Tennessee

Historian Dr. Robert J.
Norrell lectures on civil
rights at UAH
By Tanisha R. Roe
Staff Writer
Historian Dr. Robert J.
Norrell was the guest speaker
for the fourth annual Civil
Rights Symposium, held in
the Robert's Recital Hall on
March 9, 2006. The event is
co-sponsored each year by
UAH and Alabama A&M
University. Norrell holds the
Bernadotte Schmitt Chair of
Excellence and is a professor
of History at the University
of Tennessee. He obtained
his undergraduate and

graduate degrees from the
University of Virginia and
specializes in Southern his
tory, U.S. history in the 20th
Century, and American race
relations.
In 2005, Norrell published
The House I Live in: Race in
the American Century, ad
dressing current issues of
race relations in the United
States. He was the recipient
of the Robert F. Kennedy
Book Award in 1986 for his
book, Reaping the Whirl
wind: The Civil Rights
Movement in Tuskegee, and

is currently working on a bio
graphical book on the life of
Booker T. Washington. He
also happens to be a native
of Hazel Green, Alabama,
which was the basis for him
coming to UAH for this par
ticular lecture.
"Precursors and Im
pacts" of the Civil Rights
Movement was the subject
of Norrell's address. He has
conducted extensive re
search on the Civil Rights
Movement and presented
the audience with a new per
spective on when the move
ment actually began. History
and text have taught many
Americans that the fight for
civil rights for blacks really
began with Rosa Parks refus
ing to give up her seat on a
bus in 1955. Norrell chal
lenges this idea, presenting
another timeline for the
struggle.
Dating as far back as 1938
with Gaines v. Canada, a Su
preme Court decision regard
ing equality in higher educa
tion, Norrell asserts that the
Civil Rights Movement is
much broader than the one
that we know. He presents
events and characters that
go beyond Martin Luther
King Jr. and his march on
Selma, Alabama, to paint a
picture of a movement that
encompassed a much larger
Photos by Sarah Perrin

Last week's Across the
Campus featured the wrong
question. Here is how ev
erything should have ap
peared. Our apologies to
those individuals featured
in last week's newspaper.

Do YOU HAVE AN

Would you like to see more
controversial issues covered in
The Exponent?

mpu

Shannon Smith

Leigh Engle

Grad Student, Physics

Freshman, Foreign Language

"Not really, unless you can make
sure both sides of the argument are
equally presented."

"I wouldn't really care, but in my experience
I at conferences in DC, it always made people argue
|even at the lunch table. Important topics that
I affect us more or less directly might be worth it as
|long as the stories are accurately depicted.

OPINION ABOUT THIS
WEEK'S ACROSS
THE CAMPUS?

vote online
www.uahexponent.com

Seamus McDonald

Filip Mitrovic

Junior, CPE

Senior, Finance

"Harvey Birdman gets you cash, slap
a monkey on it's ass. Donkey Punch,
glass bottom boat. BooYAH!"

"There should be more controversy for
sure, maybe publish some interesting
web-links."

' ' HI

and longer struggle.
Norrell believes that in or
der to understand civil rights,
we need to have a broader
sense of what segregation
means. His definition includes
the disenfranchisement of
blacks, segregation in public
places, education discrimina
tion, and racial inequality in
criminal justice. "These are the
pillars upholding the segrega
tion system. The Civil Rights
Movement was the challenge
of these systems," he said.
Norrell discussed some of
the civil rights concerns in
relation to the state of Ala
bama. Disputes with police
were the original motivation
to spur what became sus
tained activism in Mobile in
1926, Birmingham in 1933, and
Montgomery in 1937. The
right to vote was also a large
concern, and protests for this
right began with black women
in 1920 and 1926, and contin
ued with black men in 1937.
Black teachers began to push
for salary equalization, and the
Alabama State Teachers As
sociation became much more
active in the pursuit of fair
treatment by school systems
in the 1940s.
Activism among blacks
was also on the rise nation
ally in the 1930s and 1940s.
Economic boycotts began in
the North fueled by "Don't
buy where you can't work"
campaigns. The National As
sociation for the Advance
ment of Colored People
(NAACP) became much
stronger and cohesive at this
time, and Thurgood Marshall
became instrumental in orga
nizing and directing massive
legal campaigns. President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt's
administration shifted the
black vote from Republican to
Democrat. Rapid changes in
the cultural attitude about
race took place as a result of
World War II. This war
boosted civil rights activism,
making western societies less
tolerant of racial discrimina
tion.
Norrell believes that his re
definition of the Civil Rights
Movement is important be
cause it expands popular
knowledge of activism and
the people who made changes
happen. It also sharpens the
understanding of the excep
tional series of events that
played up to the Montgom
ery bus boycott and its sub
sequent changing of Black
American history. Norrell
wanted people to walk away
from his lecture seeing the
Civil Rights Movement as a
longer narrative of protest
and reaction.
"It makesclearer what was
achieved by pursuing suc
cesses and failures in a longer
chronological framework. It
pushes us to think more ana
lytically about the forces,
both open and obscure, that
shaped American society," he
said.
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The Liberal Arts
and You: History
Courtesy of UAH History
Students who are inter
ested in history often worry
that a major in history will
limit their career options
mainly to teaching history. If
this had ever been the case,
it emphatically is no longer
true for two reasons. First,
the skills acquired in earning
a history degree have value
in a wide variety of profes
sions. Second, the career
options for those who wish
to remain active as historians
have multiplied in recent
years to include many possi
bilities beyond the class
room.
History majors learn how
to employ the historical
method, a means of analyz
ing problems that can be ap
plied in many professions.
They learn how to conduct
research in many different
ways, using both primary
sources (which convey the
views of people who ob
served events in sources
such as diaries, letters, and
formal documents) and sec
ondary sources (in which his
torians or other writers
present their analysis of the
people and events of the
past). They learn how to
present their research in writ

ten and oral form, and to ar
gue a thesis—in other words,
to gather information and
present it to others in a sys
tematic fashion. These skills
have application in many
fields, ranging from the law
to business. In fact, busi
nesses have come to realize
the graduates with degrees in
fields such as history are of
ten more valuable to their
companies than people with
business degrees; they can
learn business applications
on the job, but research and
writing skills are more diffi
cult to acquire. History
graduates from UAH have
gone to law schools around
the country, to jobs in indus
try in Huntsville and else
where, and even to medical
school.
The historical profession
itself has grown in a fashion
that provides professional
employment in the academic
world and beyond. For those
who like to teach, there are
jobs at all levels of education.
But opportunities abound in
non-traditional settings: mu
seums; archives; editing and
publishing; historic preser
vation; state, local, and fed
eral history; and as consult
ants and contractors. Muse
ums now seek to do more

than just present artifacts,
and people with training in
history help to provide a so
cial, cultural, and political
context to exhibits. Interest
in historic preservation has
grown since the National His
toric Preservation Act com
mitted the federal government
to support preservation ac
tivities, and states (including
Alabama) have committed
resources to preservation as
well. Many of these avenues
to employment range beyond
history; corporations main
tain archives, and editing and
publishing covers all imagin
able fields. The federal gov
ernment employs historians
in many of its departments
and agencies, including the
military, the Park Service, the
State Department, NASA, the
Department of Defense, and
even the Forest Service. The
history department at UAH
began offering a course in
public history last fall, and
this course presents many of
these options. Local organi
zations (such as museums
and the Huntsville Public Li
brary) have offered intern
ships to history majors, and
we hope to continue to pro
vide such opportunities to
our students.
For students interested in
teaching, a degree in history
can be the basis for teaching
positions in elementary
schools or high schools in
history or the social sciences.
Indeed the American Histori

cal Association reports that
most regions of the country
have experienced shortages
of teachers. Teaching posi
tions at junior colleges re
quire a masters degree; the
UAH history department of
fers a masters degree, and a
Fifth Year Program that com
bines a masters degree in his
tory and Class A teaching
certification. To teach at the
college or university level,
one must earn a Ph.D. UAH
graduates with history ma
jors and MA degrees in his
tory have gone on to some
of the finest universities in
the country, including
Princeton University, North
western University, Indiana
University, the University of
Iowa, the University of
Florida, Florida State Univer
sity, Auburn University, the
University of Alabama, and
Emory University.
In short, history majors
today have unlimited oppor
tunities to apply their educa
tion after graduation. The
American HistoricalAssocia
tion offers a pamphlet on "Ca
reers for Students of His
tory" that is available online
at http://www.historians.org/
pubs/careers/index.htm. The
history faculty encourages
students interested in history
to stop by and discuss these
opportunities. We're located
on the fourth floor of Rob
erts Hall. If you'd like to make
an appointment, call the de
partment at 824-6312.

IMPORTANT UPCOMING DATES
March 27
April 1
April 3-7
April 10
May 26

Last day to withdraw from spring classes
Financial Aid Completion Deadline for Summer Semester
Early registration for current students (Summer and Fall registration)
Open registration begins for all students
Late registration (Summer semester)

Adult Students In Scholastic TVansition:
$1,500ASIST Scholarship for Summer or Fall of2006
The Huntsville Chapter of Executive Women International is seeking applications from UAH students for a $1,500
scholarship for the 2006 summer or fall terms. The winner of this scholarship will be eligible for a $2,500.00 national
scholarship as well. Applications are due by Wednesday, April 19,2006 toMary Beth Walker, President's Office, 118
Madison Hall or Lara Bryant, State Farm Insurance, 2051 Max Luther Drive, HuntsvilleAL 35810. The winner will be
announced prior to the EWI annual scholarship dinner to be held on Tuesday, May 2, 2006.
This scholarship is specifically for non-traditional students: older students, returning students, displaced homemakers, single parents, physically or socially disadvantaged adults or at-risk adults. It is open to both men and women.
Applicants are asked to provide the following information:
Statement of career goal / objective
Statement of process for obtaining goal / objective
Previous work history and educational background
Statement of financial need or copy of financial aid form
Copy of tax return
Reference letters
For application forms or additional information call:
Mary Beth Walker
UAH President's Office
118 Madison Hall
824-6655

Lara Bryant
EWI Representative
State Farm Insurance
852-8502

Applications are due by Wednesday,April 19,2006

The Inside Scoop
By Ladan Abdollahi

Professor David Stewart
A native of Michigan, Dr.
David Stewart began teaching
full-time at UAH in August,
1989 in the Art Department.
He teaches Art History Sur
vey: Renaissance to Modern,
Nineteenth Century Art, Im
pressionism and Post-Impres
sionism, Twentieth Century
Art, and Contemporary Art
and Issues. I recently sat down
with him for an interview to
learn about his life before
UAH.

LA: Where did you attend high school and
what year did you graduate?
DS: I attended Dreher High School in Colum
bia, South Carolina, and graduated in 1972.
LA: What universities did you attend for your
undergraduate and graduate studies?
DS: I earned my bachelor's and master's de
grees from the University of South Carolina learned
my bachelor's degree in philosophy in 1976, and
my master's degree in art history in 1980.1 received
my doctorate degree in art history from Boston
University in 1988.
LA: Why did you major in philosophy as an
undergraduate and then pursue a degree in art his
tory as a graduate student?
DS: I thought that I could figure everything out
with a degree in philosophy. It turned out that I
couldn't, so I gave up on philosophy. I became
interested in how people create their philosophies
and how they create their art.
LA: Did anything else influence your decision
to study art history?
DS: During high school, I traveled through
Europe with my uncle, and I caught the travel bug!
Having a career in art history means that you have
to be willing to travel, and also that you get paid to
travel. For instance, UAH is paying me to take stu
dents to London and Paris this summer for a course
called International Politics through Art that I'm
co-teaching with Dr. Richard Marcus. So, having a
job in art history is great for me.
LA: Besides traveling, what are your hobbies?
DS: I like making family slide shows, movies,
and travel videos.
LA: What made you want to go into teaching?
DS: My first graduate teaching class was in
1978. It was so exciting! I fell in love with teaching;
I just became addicted.
LA: What is your favorite thing about UAH?
DS: The students. I like students who chal
lenge me and who change the way I think. I find a
lot of students like that here at UAH, even if I usu
ally do have to bait them!
LA: If you could change anything about UAH,
what would that change be?
DS: I would move the campus to a major city.
LA: If you could teach any other subject, what
would that subject be?
DS: When I teach art history, I am also teaching
theology, philosophy, political science, history, and
English because these are all components of art
history. So really, I am already teaching multiple
subjects, and I love teaching all of them. I am happy
where I am, and I wouldn't want to teach any other
course of study.
LA: If you could teach at any other institution,
what would that school be?
DS: Different universities have such different
characters that the idea of picking one would not
appeal to me. Every campus has its own flavor, so I
can't make myself pick one.
LA: If you could have a career in any other
field, what would that career be?
DS: I would want a career that would put me in
the marsh gathering seafood in South Carolina. I
like mud and blue crab!
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Sports

$rtortsline
'

A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

t(£ Hockey
(15.13A 12-7-1)
Oj, ornament, Detroit, Michigan
C lOUAH 3, Wayne State 1
ijCJ jl Bemidji State 4, UAH 3 (OT)

Basketball
to i°-4)
So, Regional, Cleveland, MS
(Ql Rollins 63, UAH 58

^jeball
6«(M»

k
Freed-Hardeman 4, UAH 1
|Jch \l UAH 9, Concordia 3
^ \2 UAH 15, Concordia 2
WngGames:
N g h J-8 v s . W e s t A l a b a m a , 3 p . m . ( D H )
krc j9vs. West Alabama, 1 p.m.
krcjlvs. Ouachita Baptist, 6 p.m.
krcj2vs. Ouachita Baptist, 1 p.m. (DH)
krc, jS at Valdosta State, Noon (DH)
fl5ry6at Valdosta State, 12:30 p.m.

UAH Hockey will say goodbye to seniors Todd Bentley, Chris Martini, Scott Munroe, Jeff Winchester,
Bruce Mulherin, and Jeremy Schreiber.

UAH Hockey season ends
in the semi-finals

Softba"
(16-71H)

k V j l Valdosta State 2, UAH1
krcJjl Valdosta State 5, UAH 1
(2 Valdosta State 5, UAH 0
|Jjl2 Valdosta State 6, UAH 0
WingGames:
Vcr"18
Patnc'<'s Day Good Luck Bash, Madik hl7vs. Arkansas-Monticello, 2 p.m.
krchl7vs. Nova Southeastern, 6 p.m.
h/V? vs- Albany State, 8 p.m.
krcj8 Single Elimination Play
f/jl at Tampa, 12 p.m.
k J2 at Saint Leo, 2 p.m.
krcJ3 at Albany State, 12 p.m.
^78 at West Alabama, 3 p.m.
>rackand Field
^16-19 Alabama Relays, Tuscaloosa, AL
N/T
^n's Tennis
kAlO-ll Spring Jamboree, Florence, AL
!T°tO Valdosta State 9, UAH 0
Ao West Alabama 9, UAH 0
Al West Florida 9, UAH 0

By Chris Karigan
March 10
UAH 3, WSU 1
In the first round of the
College Hockey of America
Tournament at the Michigan
Fairgrounds in Detroit, the
UAH Chargers and the
Wayne State Warriors were
face to face with elimination.
With a win, a team moves on
to the semi-finals; however,
with a loss, the season is
over. Both teams got off to a
slow start, but Wayne State,
with a slight advantage as
Detroit natives, compiled 16
shots on goal in the first pe

By Jamie Gilliam
UAH Sports Information

^men's Tennis
(u l'3)

|u If 10-11 Spring Jamboree, Florence, AL
(Jar'JlO Valdosta State 9, UAH 0
n/jO UAH 7, West Alabama 2
^JllWest Florida 9, UAHO
Uncling Matches:

J\Jl7 vs. North Alabama, 1:30 p.m.
,24 at Austin Peay State, 1p.m.
fA25 vs. Western Kentucky, 10 a.m.
1^,28 at University of the South, 2 p.m.
31 vs. Montevallo, 4 p.m.
M

assist to put the Chargers
back on top. Early in the third
period, still ahead by one
goal, UAH tried to slam the
door shut on the Warriors.
Brett McConnachie would do
just that scoring his second
goal of the night at the 2:50
mark into the final period with
help from Jeff Winchester
and Jeremy Schreiber. As the
final horn sounded, the
Chargers had advanced and
ended Wayne State's dismal
season at a record of (6-236). Goaltender, Scott Munroe,
joined Mulherin and
McConnachie as the night's
"Three Stars", with 45 saves

HOCKEY on page 11

Chargers sweep
doubleheader over
Concordia

(ji^ng Matches:

^17 vs. North Alabama, 1:30 p.m.
f/.24 at Austin Peay State, 1 p.m.
u\lS vs. Western Kentucky, 10 a.m.
1^28 at University of the South, 2 p.m.

riod compared to only 6 for
the Chargers. Despite such
fast and furious offense, nei
ther team could score until
the second period. UAH
would be the first to break the
scoring drought at the 6:22
mark into the second period
as senior left wing/center,
Bruce Mulherin, scored off of
a Brett McConnachie and
Chris Martini assist. A little
over five minutes later, Wayne
State knotted the game up at
one goal apiece. Just 49 sec
onds after Wayne State's
goal, junior right wing, Brett
McConnachie, nailed a Bruce
Mulherin and Chris Martini

and one goal against for a
97.83% save percentage. «.
Next up for UAH: hated ri
vals, Bemidji State.
March 11
UAH 3,BSU 4 (OT)
While the season series
was split at two games
apiece between the Chargers
and the Beavers, both teams
met on neutral ice (both teams
swept at home). Both were
determined to send their ri
vals home packing as the two
teams combined for 73 shots
on goal during the game (40
for UAH,33 for BSU). Bemidji
would draw first blood early
in the opening period of the
game, but UAH soon
bounced back as junior
defenseman, Mike Salekin,
scored a power play goal at
the 16:58 mark with assists
from Steve Canter and David
Nimmo. Later, with5:521eftin
the second period, UAH
pulled ahead when junior cen
ter, Grant Selinger connected
on a David Nimmo and Steve
Canter assist. Just as the
night before, the Chargers
looked to put the game on ice
early in the third period. Jun
ior left wing, Dominik
Rozman, helped make that
seem closer to becoming a
reality just 1:59 into the final
period as he scored with help
Matt Sweazey and Tyler Hilbert. With a comfortable two
goal lead, the Chargers hoped
to play out the remaining pe
riod and advance to the CHA
championship game for the
second year in a row (UAH
lost in the championship last
season to, you guessed it Bemidji State). Unfortunately,

Behind good pitching and
good hitting, the AlabamaHuntsville baseball squad
put together back-to-back
wins for the first time in 2006
on Sunday afternoon sweep
ing visiting Concordia Uni
versity 9-3 and 15-2 in a
doubleheader at Joe Davis
Stadium.
The first game saw the
Chargers jump out to a com
manding 8-0 lead in the sec
ond inning as UAH pushed
across the eight runs on
seven hits. Sophomore
catcher, Blake Heym
(Hartselle), and freshman first
baseman, Patrick Slattery

(Cape Girardeau, Mo.), each
drove in a pair of runs during
the shelling.
The Cardinals managed to
score a run on UAH senior
starter, Troy Mitchell
(Elkmont), in the sixth, but the
veteran picked up the win on
the hill with a strong six-in
ning outing giving up one
earned run and five hits while
striking out eight and walk
ing two.
Concordia added a pair of
runs in the eighth before
Heym capped off his 2-for-4
game with a solo home run to
lead off the bottom of the in
ning.
Game two saw the Charg
ers get out in front on the
Cardinals in the third inning

when junior, Will
Evans (Terry, Miss.),
doubled allowing
junior, Will Davis
AM ' 1 #!1MJJ
Charger
Senior Ryan Bowerman is back
(Springfield, Tenn.),
in action after being out for a month from
and senior, Ryan breaking his hand
B o w e r m a n
(Moulton), to score. The picked up the win on the hill
Chargers then added another in game two giving up only
pair of runs to take a 4-0 mar two hits in four innings of
gin as Evans and Slattery work. Junior, Matt Guisler
came around to score.
(Huntsville), worked the final
A KyleDempsey (Gurley) three innings to earn the
single brought Evans home save; he allowed two earned
to score in the fifth giving the runs and four hits while walk
Chargers a 5-0 margin before ing four and striking out a
senior catcher, Brian Nash pair.
(Killen), singled up the middle
The sixth inning saw the
scoring senior designated Chargers put the game out of
hitter, Wes Hopper (Hunts- reach by stringing together
ville).
nine runs on eight hits to take
Junior, Andy Patton,
BASEBALL on page11
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more point closer. However,
it looked like the Chargers
were climbing a greased pole.
Rollins had a five point
lead at 56-51 with 2:47 left
when the Chargers made a
move.
Casey Stafford (Hazel
Green) drilled a jumper from
deep to cut the deficit to 5654. Then, Easterly tied the
score at 56-all with a putback
off of a missed layup by Ivey.
However, the Tars came
right back on their next pos
session and Isaac Codrey
buried a 3-pointer with 1:30
left to give Rollins a 59-56
lead.
Charger Basketball says goodbye to Seniors Daniel Easterly and David Ivey
Easterly got two of the
points back on a dunk with
52 seconds left. But, John
Thinnes hit a short hook shot
over Easterly with 35 seconds
remaining to give the Tars a
61-58 lead.
est lead of the game at 29-23. long range.
ByAntoine Bell
Jason Smith (Birmingham)
Despite their shooting
Rollins rallied to tie the game
UAH Sports Information
tried
to tie it with a long 3struggles, the Chargers still
at 33 at intermission.
pointer
with 21 seconds, but
After the slow start, the had a chance to win. Trailing
The Chargers had their
his
shot
was short.
postseason run ended Chargers wound up shooting 48-42 midway through the
The
Chargers
had one
abruptly with a 63-58 loss to 42 percent (14-for-33) from the second half, UAH went
last
chance
when
Rollins
field in the first half, includ through a frustrating stretch
Rollins College in the first
guard
Jonny
Reibel
missed
round of the NCAA Division ing 5-for-15 from 3-point where over a four minute
the
front
end
of
a
one-andII South Region tournament. range. It was just enough to span, the Chargers missed a
one. Smith raced down the
The Chargers ended their keep up with the Tars who pair of 3-pointers, two
knocked down ll-of-22 lfeethrows, jumper from in floor with the clock ticking
season at 22-8.
down under five seconds. He
The Chargers came out fieldgoals, 7-of-13 from be side the arc and had a turn
found
Stafford who had a
over.
ice-cold missing their first 11 yond the arc.
great
look
from just in front
Daniel Easterly (Lebanon,
Ten offensive rebounds
shots. The first UAH basket
of
the
Charger
bench. The
didn't come until 14:28 was in the first half were key as it Tenn) ended the drought
GSC
Freshman
of the Year
left in the half when Graham allowed the Chargers muliple with a freethrow with 8:17 left,
fired.
His
shot
was
on line...it
Aderholt (Athens) hit a 3- chances to score. Unfortu but he missed the second
had
the
distance...but...it
nately, the vast majority of shot from the charity stripe,
pointer to break the ice.
rimmed out.
Aderholt later tied the the offensive rebounds came leaving thescore 48-43. A little
The UAH bench jumped
game at 23-all with another 3- as the result of several missed less than a minute later, East
to
their
feet when Stafford
point bomb, then he gave the shots from point blank range. erly split another pair of
BASKETBALL on page 10
In the second half, UAH freethrows, moving UAH one
Chargers their first lead of the
really
began
to
struggle,
both
game with a layup with just
from the field and the
over six minutes left.
A steal and fastbreak bas freethrow line. The Chargers
ket by David Ivey (Birming shot only 30 percent (9-of-30)
S:
ham) finished off a 9-2 ran and in the second half and hit
gave the Chargers their larg only two of 15 shots from

Men's Basketball season
ends in heartbreak
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Quick Take
By Heather Evans

Daniel Douglas

Charger Baseball Athlete

Daniel Douglas

What is your middle name?
Edward
When is your birthday?
September 29,1985
What is one character trait you like in other
people?
Honesty
What is one character trait you despise in other
people?
Lying
Do you have any pets?
A dog named Bo
What is yourdream vehicle?
White Mercedes Convertible
Who is your dream dinner guest?
Eva Longoria
What is your favorite restaurant?
Red Lobster
What is your favorite movie of all-time?
The Sandlot
What is yourfavorite T.V. Show?
Baseball Tonight
What is your favorite dessert?
Chocolate IceCream
Who is your role model?
My Dad
What do you like mostabout UAH?
My friends
What made youdecide toattend UAH?
Baseball

Lady Charger Tennis Athlete Sarah Sollie
picked up her first collegiate tennis victory
against West Alabama

Lady Charger
Tennis Snags Win
Levett becomes at Jamboree
first UAH indoor
track All-American
UAH Sports Information

UAH sprinter Shana liminaries on Friday. In the
Levett (Auburn) became the preliminary heat, Levett used
program's first indoor track a school record breaking per
All-American on Saturday formance to advance to the
when she finished seventh in finals. She finished ninth in
the 60 meter hurdles at the the event with a time of 8.72
NCAA Division II National capturing the last spot in the
Championships. The junior finals field. Levett entered the
finished the race with a time meet ranked 17th in the 60m
of 8.76, just shy of the school hurdles.
record that she set in the pre

On an otherwise tough
weekend, the UAH women's
tennis team found a reason
to smile with a 7-2 win over
West Alabama at the Spring
Jamboree in Florence. To add
to the fun, Sarah Sollie
(Decatur) picked up her first
collegiate tennis victory. She
also combined with Emily
Taylor (Hazel Green) to win
in doubles.
Mireia
Fernandez
(Barcelona, Spain) and

Stacey Wetmore (Roseburg,
Ore) also won their doubles
match. Fernandez, Wetmore,
Taylor and Candice Burch
(Gardendale) joined Sollie
with singles wins.
In the other matches dur
ing the weekend, Valdosta
State and West Florida both
beat the Lady Chargers 9-0.
The shorthanded UAH
men's team is still looking for
their first win of the season
after coming up empty
against Valdosta State, West
Alabama and West Florida.

What is your favorite class?
Effective Reading and Study Skills, it has helped
me succeed in my other classes by teaching me the
correct way to prepare/study for tests.
Who is your favorite instructor?
Mrs. Mettler, she makes the class interesting and
fun while teaching us the material.
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Masterful Music Mayhem
By Clay Johnson
Entertainment Editor
Ah, yes. So much to say, so little time... I truly pon
dered so many things to write about this week. I almost
settled on writing a lengthy piece on V for Vendetta
author Alan Moore's battles with publishing giants
which he feels act irresponsibly toward his work. That's
why Moore has vowed never to work for those publish
ing powers again. In this latest case, he feels that his
artistic genius has been disrespected by the publishing
bullies by whoring out his work to make (what he feels
are) crappy movies. Yes, I said crappy. You don't learn
that word in your standard Communications class, I
know.
In any event, I've decided not to talk at length about
battling publishers. Why? Who knows. But I know that
I do feel a bit lazy this week. In fact, I wouldn't bother
writing an article if it weren't for the fact that... well, I
need the money.
You know who else needs the money? Musical art
ists. If you don't believe me, just think back to the
Napster debacle. "We shouldn't be downloading music
because it's stealing from musical artists." I'm not go
ing to reveal my surprising take on that issue (that's
another article entirely, but let's just say that musical
socialism isn't my bag), it's just that I needed a way to
segue seamlessly into the true topic of this masterful
journalistic endeavor. So pant in anticipation for the joy
of... the Spring Music Preview!
Notice how quickly I get to the meat of this article. I
learned this at the LA convention. You can't just wan
der through your articles like you're lost.A true journalist just doesn't do that. Oh, sorry.
Ahem. So this Spring brings with its romantic fervor
and intoxicated escapades several albums by artists that
make every day their own little version of Spring Break.
In fact, just next week we get a smattering of new mate
rial from heavy hitters. For instance, Prince goes from
teaching Musicology to... well, evidently math. 3121 is
his latest album, coming just a week after his doubledisc greatest hits package Ultimate Prince. Meanwhile,
cult rock hero Ben Harper returns from his blind gospel
excursion in Alabama to straddle Both Sides of the Gun,
also a two-disc set. Also, for those of you whose ward
robes look like page 7 of the Hot Topic catalog, My
Chemical Romance (not "My Chemistry Romance,"
since I hear lead singer Gerard Way failed that class in
high school) will wear their pseudo-goth hearts on their
black sleeves with Life on the Murder Scene.
The very next week, Tim McGraw will lay out the
second volume of his Greatest Hits, but I doubt metalheads will care since Rammstein and Rob Zombie will
be competing to see who can pull in the most "disillu
sioned" adolescents. That same week also sees the re
lease of new efforts from Jagged Edge, Atreyu, and the
Yeah Yeah Yeahs. Go Karen O!
The first week of April... a time for hazy days in the
sun and daydreaming about how school is evil. But
also look out for some new music, especially you scream
ing girls who watched the video for "Melt" until you
literally did just that. Rascal Flatts is hoping to not fall
flat with Me & My Gang, while those of you who like
the Smiths (all two of you) can count on a croon from
Morrissey on Ringleader of the Tormentors. Pink pro
tests a bit too much on I'm Not Dead, while Trent Reznor
proves his laziness by issuing a Nine Inch Nails EP.
Finally, Wayne Coyne and company are At War with the
I Mystics on the Flaming Lips' new LP.
The rest of April sees new releases from the country
boy spokesman Toby Keith, the long-dead emaciated
Buckcherry, and the Eagles of Death Metal, among oth
ers. In fact, you'll be the greatest fan of Edwin McCain's
life if you pick up Lost in America, while those of you
who watched the Sopranos this past weekend might as
well run out and get Blood Money by Mobb Deep. Also
on the horizon are the Goo Goo Dolls (Let Love In),
Isley Brothers (the age-appropriate Baby Makin' Mu
sic), and a knockout from LL Cool J (Todd Smith).
And, to wrap up, keep an eye out for the double disc
comeback from one of America's great bands (and pro
viders of sock puppetry), the Red Hot Chili Peppers.
Stadium Arcadium is a double album that looks pretty
promising. Jewel is also back (hopefully back in touch
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Entertainment
York displays art
at UAH
By Sean Kaloi
Staff Writer
Nashville artist Lain York
currently has an exhibition
on display in the University
Center Art Gallery. Having
taken part in several accred
ited exhibitions, including a
few at international venues,
Lain York has something to
offer Students at UAH. York
is a champion of locally op
erated artists, "back to begin
nings" artwork, and soulful,
heartfelt flavours.
When asked where he
draws inspiration for his art,
York immediately responded
that for twelve years he has
had heavy influence from
African masks and figures.
York claims that African art
creates, within himself, a
sense of community, and he
wants his art to have the
same effect on viewers. York
also appreciates the func

tional aspects of African art.
He attempts to include this
concept in order to cause in
spiration. Through formal
(shape, composition, colour,
etc.) aspects of the art, he
also wishes to help the viewer
question form in reality and
ask, "Who am I?" Always
keeping this question in mind,
Lain York even learns more
about himself in the process
of painting. Sometimes using
conventional art techniques
and sometimes less conven
tional (e.g. hands, feet), he
tries to "get back to the fun
damental essence" when cre
ating his pieces. He uses
rhythmic motions to create
rhythmic themes, accentuat
ing the rhythm found in ev
erything from natural struc
ture of rocks to the pulsing
of a heartbeat.
"Without this essential
energy for expression and
passion for creation," Lain

Overrated? Not
the Case
By Clay Johnson
Entertainment Editor
"I'm not out to become
Faith Hill, I never want to play
an arena, and I never want to
be on the MTV Video Music
Awards, much less make a
video with me in it. I would
like to reach a larger audience
and see the state of music
change in favor of musicians
and music fans in my lifetime.
I care very much about that."
So says Neko Case, the
so-called alternative-country
singer/songwriter. And these
are not only sentiments I can
get behind, but they seem
genuine if one can believe the
glow of integrity and genius
that emanates from an artist's
latest masterpiece.
But these aren't the only
feelings one gamers from a
listen to Fox Confessor
Brings the Flood, the Virginia
native's latest offering (and
her first studio effort in

roughly four years). A roughedged rusticism mixes with
spectral beauty across the
soundscape of the album, all
while Case's smoky, sultry
voice soars above, highlight
ing the prime instrument of
real music: human emotion.
Case's voice is a beauti
ful ghost that lends even
more palpability to the oftfragmented, exploratory
songwriting. The music of
the album—provided by a
supporting cast including
members of the Sadies,
Calexico, and the Band—is
both timeless and brand new,
never dipping its toes into
derivativity or monotony, al
ways feeling its way through
the smoky darkness.
Fox Confessor Brings the
Flood is also that rare album
that exhibits thematic unity
through tone and unique
perspective, with universal
themes abounding but only
in outline, and never in a

comments, "you might as
well go sell insurance." He
continued, "but everyone
needs insurance, too." This
being said, we moved onto
the topic of art communities.
He told me that Huntsville
seems to be a big supporter
of the arts. He also mentioned
the fact that he appreciates
the events he sees and the
interests of the community
as a whole. When asked what
he would like to say to UAH
students or the art students
in general, he spoke of his
perceived trend within na
tional and even international
spheres. He said that major
art centers like New York and
Paris are becoming "too
crowded" for artists. Conse
quently, this has caused a
shift from centers to periph
eral locations like Nashville
or Huntsville. He expanded
on this thought by using the
analogy of a drop on water.
For the wave to travel
smoothly, without much in
terference, it cannot be con
fined to a small area. Though
contact with other waves can

forced way. Moreover, the
work unfolds at a remarkable
pace, actually getting better
and better along the way.
Case's alt-country badge
is often pinned on by critics,
perhaps abruptly alienating
those who would shy away
from the cursed comforts of
country. Case's style bor
rows from country in terms
of its lo-fi emotional antiquity,
but there is nary a steel gui
tar to be found, nor hack
neyed hillbilly hoedowns.
Case takes equally from the
country heritage and from
rock's rusty fringes, from
punk/indie integrity and jazzflavored soft rock (ala Norah
Jones). The music is layered
densely and seemingly mean
ders, acting aS atmospheric
backdrop for Case's formi
dable vocal talents and pow
erful lyrical paintings.
Moments of sheer perfec
tion abound throughout Fox,
from the five-minute-plus
"Star Witness," with its heart
broken country twang soft
ened by aquatic soft guitar
work, to the all-too-brief op
timism of "A Widow's

create more unique flows that
travel in different directions,
too much contact will make
the form jumbled and unclear.
He also stressed that to ven
ture out of the Cosmopolitan
arena is to step out into the
"proving grounds," espe
cially at this experimental
moment in time. However, if
people begin to make their art
known, another phenomenon
similar to a water ripple would
take place. Influence will
reach the edge, and then, tak
ing on a new direction, the
hinterland will make impacts
in city centers. He illustrated
this point by telling me how
he had run into a Huntsville
resident (and professor at
UAH) at an art show in Ire
land, where both had dis
plays. Since the art depart
ment at UAH is expanding to
accommodate the art move
ment in Huntsville (and ap
parently Huntsville artists'
movement into the interna
tional art world), he ended the
conversation with a personal
message for students. Sim
ply: "You create the world."

Toast." The relatively fastpaced and hooky "Hold On,
Hold On" is a wistful gem,
with Case lamenting that "the
most tender place in my heart
is for strangers."
The standout "That Teen
age Feeling" yearns for sim
pler, easier paths to love with
broken verse, and this style
suits case just as aptly as the
rollicking gospel narrative of
"John Saw That Number."
Case is comfortable and con
fident as a songwriter, and
the high-tension tale of
"Dirty Knife" is her sinister
seminal moment on Fox.
What it all adds up to, at
the culmination of the epic
brevity of Neko Case's fifth
release, is the realization that
the artist behind such albums
as Blacklisted and Furnace
Room Lullaby, that oftpraised songstress, lives up
to the hype, to the promise
of her past work... to any ex
pectation. This is a magnifi
cent piece of art, brimming
over with delicate beauty and
daring genius at every laby
rinthine turn.

Please direct any questions or comments about the
entertainment section to Clay Johnson via email at
entertainment@exponent.uah.edu
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ACE

Presents

drunkenly cheered me on.
Jp Guess I can scratch that off
B of my list of things to do before I die. Seriously, my 21
secondswere the busrecord
until an alcoholic ex-Marine
named Brock that neither the
further prove this, when my bride nor the groom actually
roommate left to visit hisfam knew lasted an amazing 35
ily in Tennessee I promised seconds. This made us all a
to feed his cat. As soon as he little nervous. Brock then
was out the door I told the hooked up with a "heavy"
cat that I would not feed it girl that I affectionately called
until it said something. He his "Taco BellS." Everyone
refused, so I opened the door but him thought it was funny.
and "accidentally" let it out.
During the actual wed
That'll teach the stupid cat ding, I told Brad that my sis
to lie to me. Let's hope that ter was actually named Steve
the lion in the movie fares and used to be my brother
better. Come see for yourself. (thank
you
Adam
This week's Hero of the Wolfsberger. Once again,
Week is a tie between my sis your wisdom saved my life.
ter Sarah and her new hus You, sir, are a saint). We all
band Brad Arnett. They were thought that this was funny,
married this weekend, and it and by 'we all' I really mean
allowed me to fulfill the life 'everyone except for Sarah,
time goal of doing a 21-sec who still hasn't really for
ond keg stand in the back of given me.' For putting up with
a bus moving 80miles an hour me for so long, you two are
as someone named Porky the official Heroes of the
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By Jeff Graham
It's Wednesday night, and
we all know what that means:
now you can come hang out
with ACE Vice President John
Kiser without being legally
bound to that pesky restrain
ing order that he had placed
on you. Eat it, justice system!
Come, get comfortably close
(no closer than 500 feet,
though) this Wednesday
night at 9:00 PM in Chan Au
ditorium as ACE presents The
Chronicles ofNarnia.
The film depicts the jour
ney of four siblings as they
find the magical land of
Narnia. I don't want to spoil
anything, but a lion actually
talks to them. This proved my
belief that felines can talk. To

Art Brut: Ironic
Rock n' Roll From
Across the Pond
By Sean Magers
When I first played Art
Brut in my car for one of my
friends, the band's music was
greeted with, "What moron
gave these guys a record
deal?" It's a perfectly fair
question. Art Brut is a
sloppy, unorganized band
with sloppier and even more
unorganized lyrics. They're
juvenile, they're ridiculous,
and they're probably making
the best music that you're
not listening to right now.
Within five minutes of
forming a band, Art Brut
wrote their first song and, to
say the least, it contained
some lofty goals. In "We
Formed a Band," frontman
Eddie Argos expresses his
desire to "write the songs /

that make Israel and Palestine
get along." While there isn't
much to read into, it's a per
fect example of what progres
sive music should be, both
lyrically and structurally.
Through countless pop cul
ture references from text mes
saging to Top of the Pops,
Argos epitomizes a sort of
tongue-in-cheek, ironic pre
tentiousness that few have
perfected until now. His af
finities toward first-person
narrative songwriting and
more tempo changes than
you can shake a stick at make
it nearly impossible to clas
sify Art Brut. It's just as well,
because apparently they
can't figure it out, either,
when Argo belts out
"haven't read the NME in so
long / don't know what genre

pOLDBf

OPPORTUNITIES
Calandar of Eventsfor the City of Huritsville

Mar 16 African Cinema Series: Pieces dldentites @
JF Drake Memorial Learning Resources Center, Alabama
A&M University
Mar 16-18 "The Complete Works of William
Shakespeare (abridged)" @ Von Braun Center Play
house, Huntsville, AL
Mar 17 The Prisoner of Second Avenue @ Princess
Theatre, Decatur, AL
Mar 18 Nickelback @ Von Braun Center, Huntsville, AL

we belong" in "Bad Week
end."
The term "Art Brut" liter
ally translates into "Raw Art."
It was a term created by
French artist Jean Dubuffet
to label art created outside
the boundaries of official cul
ture. This is exactly what this
band produces. They're op
posite of everything serious,
shoved hard and fast into 2
xh minute packages. They're
the Strokes on speed. Some
how, they accomplish this by
not turning into a terrible
novelty band. Jimmy Pop and
the rest of The Bloodhound
Gang, I'm looking in your di
rection.
There is one venture into
the world of pop, however,
amidst the twelve tracks on
their debut album. In "Emily
Kane," Argos seems to at
tempt to find every word in

Week. I love you both very
much.
Now for an update on the
"Win a Date with Jeff Gra
ham" contest. This week I
had the pleasure of going out
with Kristina Lindsey.
Kristina is studying nursing
here at UAH. We went out to
a classy restaurant (Chick-FilA) where she proceeded to
tell me that she had a boy
friend. I told her that I would
fight for her, so she took me
to his house. I got punched
in the stomach so hard that I
was throwing up shards of
my own pelvis for two days.
As I lay on the ground, she
leaned over me and called me
a pansy and told me that my
band sucked. I don't know if
this means that I have a sec
ond date with her, but my fin
gers are crossed. But keep the
entries coming, ladies; you
never know if things won't
work out with the vivacious
Ms. Lindsey.

Cade McKee
ACE President

John Kiser
ACE Vice President

the English language that
rhymes with his exgirlfriend's last name. Even
so, these choppy lyrics work
and give a tip of the hat to
the emo movement before it
all went terribly and colossally wrong. Soon after, Art
Brut is back to playing songs
about Italian currency,
French modern art, and driv
ing a Harley-Davidson, halfnaked, down Sunset Strip.
They'll make you laugh
and they'll make you rock.
Quite honestly, what more
could you ask for? Their al
bum, Bang Bang Rock &
Roll, still isn't available in the
States, but you can order it
through any number of
internet outlets for £8.99.
Buyer beware, however... the
purchase of this record imme
diately turns one into a mu
sic snob.

Top Ten Movies
1. Failure to Launch
2. The Shaggy Dog
3. The Hills Have Eyes
4.16 Blocks
5. Tyler Perry's Madea's
Family Reunion
6. Eight Below
7. Aquamarine
8. Ultraviolet
9. The Pink Panther
10. Date Movie
|
J

Top Ten Albums
1. In My Own Words Ne-Yo
2. High School Musical Soundtrack
3. If Only You Were Lonely Hawthorne Heights
4. Precious Memories Alan Jackson
5. The Breakthrough Mary J. Blige
6. The Legend of Johnny Cash Johnny Cash
7. Curious George (Soundtrack) Jack Johnson
8. Some Hearts Carrie Underwood
9. Back to Bedlam James Blunt
10. Amore Andrea Bocelli
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Well it's good to be back writing for the Exponent
and I know that you missed me. You can stop sending
emails with photos of yourself in nothing but a garter
belt and some titty tassels holding a picture of a frowny
face and the words "Please come back." Seriously Ivey,
stop sending them. They're getting little hard to ex
plain, and I think people are talking. Besides, what would
Kelsie say if I accidentally posted them somewhere?
On to the reason they pay me the big bucks! This
week I would like to take the time to honor our men's
basketball team. Though your season may be over, I
appreciate those long lonely nights that I filled watch
ing Jason "Big Game" Smith, David "My Head is Huge"
Ivey, and "Thunder" Dan Easterly crush our opponents
without mercy except those few occasions when they
forgot to bring their A game. And who among us hasn't
gotten up one morning, put our big boy pants on, went
out there and started warming, and was like "shat! I
knew I had my Agame this morning.. .Didn't I... or was
that just an extra pair of underwear," and by that time
it's too late. So, keep your heads up gentlemen because
if J. Kiser is smiling at you then the world better be
smiling too.
Let's talk about Spring Break. I know everyone is
excited about discovering where I am going and if they
can come. I know Tunica will be taking a sigh of relief
when I say that the Fu Manchu Four have decided that
Tunica will not be the prime destination this year. In
stead we have decided to disband and go our separate
ways so as cause chaos on a wider scale. My target is
Nashville, TN, so if anyone out there would like to help
me burn down the Batman building let me know. Frog
Hinton is searching for Big Foot at an undisclosed camp
ing area. It should not be too hard to find. Just follow
the fire trucks because Frog said he is going to smoke
the hairy freak out of hiding, and Frog should never be
taken lightly. As for Jeff Graham, he's got his sights set
on Birmingham. The mere mention of him going down
there has caused the mayor to move the city from
DEFCON 4 to DEFCON 2.1can only imagine what he is
going to do when the "Burner of Bojangles" actually
arrives in town. I'm not sure, but it probably involves
the fetal position in some way. "The Jason Pittman" is
our rogue agent. He will be (deployed into an unknown
location. We had the nerve to ask Jason where he was
headed for the break, and we got our answer in the form
of Jason kicking a nearby dog (Sorry Jade). So, if you
see "The Jason Pittman" over break, do not panic. I
repeat, DO NOT PANIC! Simply give him all the money
in your pocket and slowly back away.
Now for the moment we have all been waiting for the
ACE FAN OF THE WEEK. This week, I declare Troy
Martin the Fan of the Week. This past Sunday, Troy
Martin pitched the greatest game I had ever had the
pleasure of watching him play (Not to take away from
Troy performance, but it was the first game I had wit
nessed him play). Troy competed wearing his lucky
ACE bracelet; which I might add he has never taken off,
not even to shower. This guy has had it on for over a
year. On a side note, nothing bad has ever happened to
Troy while wearing it. Troy heard there was a fight at
the Fitness Center during a dodgeball match and quickly
hurried over to help the police track down Happy Hour
Heroes. His ACE bracelet began to glow the closer he
got to one of the hooligans. Using his lucky bracelet he
helped track down the offenders and was awarded an
honorary key to the Fitness Center. So, take my advice,
find your bracelet, and put it on.
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SGA Review

Ryan Schueler
SGA President

UAH Student Body,
Well, this is the last time I will write this
column. Thanks to those of you who have sup
ported the SGA this past year. We have had
one of the most successful years in SGA his
tory. We have undertaken many new projects
such asChargetCast.com, the USAToday Read
ership Program, improving the University Cen
ter, and much more. We have also improved all
of the annual SGA events like Frosh Mosh,
Homecoming, and Higher Ed Day by having
the best attendance for all of these events that
we have ever had. This means that the SGA is
doing things that the students are interested in
and are making all aware of what is going on
here at UAH.
I would like to thank all of the SGA members
who work hard everyday to better UAH for the
entire student body and to all of the students
who support the SGA and voice their opinions
and concerns. Keep up the great work and re
member to support YOUR SGA!!!

SGA says 'goodbye'
to Shueler
By Tanisha R. Roe
Staff Writer
The March 13,2006, SGA
Assembly meeting wrapped
up the current Executive ad
ministration and said good
bye to President, Ryan
Schueler, and Vice-President,
Jade O'Neal. Schueler
thanked the SGA for the hard
work they have done during
his administration and for

consistently spreading the
word on campus about stu
dent activities. He also bid
farewell to members of the
House of Representatives
who would not be returning
to the new administration
when it begins after Spring
Break.
One of Schueler's last acts
as SGA President was meet
ing with the SACS review
team when they visited the

campus on March 14, 2006.
SACS is the body respon
sible for accrediting southern
schools. Among issues that
Schueler discussed with the
review team were Greek Row
and the hopeful improve
ments to student life that the
new Fraternity and Sorority
houses will bring next fall. He
also addressed the need for
a Student Center separate
from the UC. Currently the UC
is also home to most admin
istrative departments at
UAH; this, does not give the
student body a center dedi
cated to just the students
similar to other universities.
Schueler also brought forth
the idea of expanding the caf
eteria to include outside food
vendors to help prevent stu
dents from having to leave
campus to eat.
March-14, 2006 was also
the final meeting date for stu
dents to provide input on the
revision of the SGA Consti
tution. Students will be vot
ing on the new Constitution
sometime later in this semes
ter.
At the Senate meeting,
two new clubs were char
tered. The UAH Off-Road

Bicycle Association has
formed to foster student in
terest in mountain biking,
promote Huntsville's moun
tain biking trails, and encour
age fitness of the members
and guests. The UAH Space
Hardware Club formed to de
velop, build, and fly space
hardware using high altitude
balloons and student satel
lites with the intent of scien
tific study. Congratulations
to the newest members of
UAH's student organiza
tions.
The Campus Affairs Com
mittee has proposed two road
trips that would be annual
events for the UAH student
body. One of the events un
der consideration is a road
trip in the soring to Niagara
to support the men's Hockey
team. The second event they
are considering is an aca
demic one to Washington
D.C. or some other educa
tional destination.
SGA elections were held
this week, and the results will
appear in the next edition of
the Exponent. For more infor
mation on the SGA, stop by
UC 106 or visit the website at
http://sga.uah.edu/.

Goodbye and good luck,
William Ryan Schueler
Student Government Association, President
2005-2006
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Editorial
Dear Suzy
Dear Suzy,
There are two sisters who
like me. One is my classmate
and the other one is my jun
ior classmate. The problem is
I too like them both. Now,
what should I do? Should I
pimp them or should I break
one of their hearts or should
I play hard to get?
The younger one is funloving, and the elder one is
simple and plain. They both
are very caring and helpful.
What should I do now?
Lover of 2
Dear Lover of 2,
Oh boy, where to begin? I
hope that when you say
"pimp them" you mean
"play" them both and not re
ally pimp them out. Prostitu
tion is dangerous and illegal!
Hello! That being said, using
people is just plain wrong
whatever the reason.
This is my advice to you.
Right now you are approach
ing this problem based on
what will maximize your util
ity (sorry, I just wrote a paper
on the rationality of Darth
Vader). This is all wrong. In
stead you need to think
about these sisters and what
is best for them because you
obviously care about them,
and I imagine you value their
friendship. Let me tell you a
little story.
There once was a girl who
was dating one of my
younger brothers. At the
same time, she decided she

A Few Tidbits
By Joseph Terrell
Editor-in-Chief

The deadline for Dear Suzy letters is Sunday at midnight Letters should be sent to
dearsuzywrites@aim.com. Anonymity will be preserved in Dear Suzy letters. Suzy is a UAH
student and is not a licensed psychologist or therapist. Her advice is based on her own
experience and should never be taken as the advice of a physician or therapist. Her opinions
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Exponent, staff members, or the University of
Alabama in Huntsville.

liked one of my other
younger brothers better. She
played the two against each
other, broke one's heart, and
then several months later, the
other's heart. It nearly de
stroyed my brothers' relation
ship with each other, and it
wasn't until much later that
they were able to reconcile.
Today that girl's reputation
is still following her around.
True story.
So, do you want to be that
person? Do you really want
bond between two people
you care about for your own
gain and then have the repu
tation to boot? Let me answer
that for you. No. If you really
care about these girls be sat
isfied as their friend and look
for love elsewhere.
Dear Suzy,
OK, I knew I said I
wouldn't bother you any
more, but that was before
you published my letter and
asked me a question in said
article. Which means you are
to blame for forcing me to
write again.
So it wasn't you that re
jected that guy that asked a
previous Suzy out huh? A
likely story. So likely in fact
that I suppose I am forced to
believe it. I should have
known that you would play
the "It wasn't me" card for
you are a crafty one. Still, I
shall remain vigilant for you
will slip up one day and when

you do well I probably
won't be there to catch it, but
I'm sure in the back of your
mind you'll be afraid that just
maybe I did and that shall
keep you on the straight and
narrow.
And don't get all high and
mighty telling guys that like
Emma Watson to shut up. For
one thing she is 16, not 15.
(Blast you for making me re
search that!!!! I hate re
searching things.) For an
other thing, Daniel is only 17.
So either way, anyone at
UAH that is drooling over
either of these illegals needs
to shut up. ;-)
I'm not sure if you were
messing with me or not about
the Amazing Kreskin, but just
in case you actually wanted
the know, the Amazing
Kreskin is (at least I think he
is still alive) a world re
nowned mentalist. He used to
claim that he could read
peoples minds and influence
the way people thought. I
think he did some scientific
experiments to back up his
claims, but I don't remember
hearing if they were success
ful or not. I think I do remem
ber the King of Queens epi
sode that you refereed too. I
think it was the same machine
that they used in the movie
"Big". I believe it was the
amazing something but not
Kreskin.
On a serious note, con
gratulations on getting the
Dear Suzy job. I look forward

to reading more of your work.
As usual, please do not take
offense to anything I have
written as it was not meant in
a mean or malicious way. And
now this time I think I may
actually mean it when I say I
won't bother you anymore.
(Unless of course you force
me to again.);-)
Q.L.
P.S. - Just so you don't
THINK I'm as retarded as I
KNOW I am, the e-mail I sent
you last week was sent to the
old Dear Suzy address, not
to Joe. Although I am curi
ous as to how he got it. He
wasn't the last Suzy was he?
;-)
DearQ.L.,
Ah, you amuse me. And
you're right. I am crafty. I can
knit you a hat faster than you
can say banananrama. Okay,
maybe not that fast.
Anyways, I sol
emnly swear I did not reject
anybody's professions of
love in my time as Suzy. It was
indeed somebody else. There
is a funny story behind that,
but alas, I am not at liberty to
share it.
Back to our wizarding
friends, I am afraid you are
wrong about Emma Watson.
She is 15, not 16. Her birth
day is April 15,1990, so there.
=P Daniel Radcliffe will be 18
on July 23.1 looked it up on
www.imdb.com.
I was being serious about

SUZY on page10
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Reminder. Spring break is next week. (!).
Aside from no classes to attend, that also means
there will not be an Exponent to read. Not to
worry, we will resume publication on March 30.
In case you are wondering why the newspa
per is green this week, well, it is in celebration of
St. Patrick's Day. The Exponent has done this
for the past few years or so, and it is nice to see
a green newspaper once every year.
Big news. After interviewing the three can
didates for editor of The Exponent, the publica
tion board has chosen Tanisha Roe. We will let
Tanisha write a column about herself and her
goals for the newspaper sometime during the
next few weeks. There are only four more issues
left this semester.
To everyone who was interviewed and pho
tographed for Across the Campus last week, we
apologize for printing the wrong question with
your responses. To show everyone that your
answers actually make sense, we have reprinted
last week's Across the Campus this week, in
cluding the correct question. Sorry for the mis
take.
The Exponent hasn't featured an opinion
article in at least 3 weeks. I'm a bit against the
concept of an Exponent staff member writing
opinion articles to compensate for the lack of
such, but we haven't received any opinion sub
missions in a long time. If you want to write an
opinion article on politics (national, interna
tional, state, local?), social issues, or happen
ings at UAH, please send it to managing editor
Madison
Young
at
managing@exponent.uah.edu. It would certainly
be great to see the Editorial page lie across from
the Opinion page at least one more time before
my tenure as editor is up.
With all of this in mind, also know that this
week is Alcohol Awareness week. So be 'aware'
and try to attend some of the events if you
haven't already had the opportunity to.
And don't forget to sign up for housing for
the summer semester and the next academic
year! Part of the application process can be done
online, reducing the amount of time spent wait
ing in line when paying the $iOO deposit. Visit
the housing portal at housing.uah.edu, where
you can log on and take advantage of this new
feature.
Charger Cast. I finally took the opportunity
to listen to some of the previous recording ses
sions from this newly created campus organiza
tion, and I must say that I really like what I heard.
This will serve as a great complement to The
Exponent in getting the word out about cam
pus events, in addition to being rather enter
taining. Access these audio files at
www.chargercast.com.
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CONSTITUTIONfrom page1
ter this year's spring elec
tions (which may be going on
as you are reading this, so go
vote) the SGA legislature will
be composed of seventeen
house members and eleven
senators (equaling twentyeight members). Currendy the
SGA's executive is composed
of the President, Executive
Vice-President, Vice-Presi
dent of Finance, clerks of the
House and Senate, and the
President's Cabinet (which is
composed of ten depart
ments). As of this moment
less than half of the
President's cabinet is staffed,

clearly indicating the need for
reform. However, items such
as the President's cabinet are
by their very nature too spe
cific to be included in the
Constitution itself, and there
fore the body has only de
cided to make recommenda
tions for reform."
These reforms are ulti
mately "a step in the right di
rection for the SGA, this Uni
versity, and the student body
as whole," said Parks. This
should not be construed to
say that these reforms are
perfect of ideal, and while I
not certain of the future, I am

ICO from page 1
those expectations Monday.
Afterwards
when
Hernandez emerged under
the guise of "Professor
Rick", none in the audience
knew what to expect. In si
lence, they strained to take
in each word of a seemingly
incomprehensible speech.
One child in the crowd asked
his father, "What is he say
ing?" Well, after the show I
asked Alberto what, exactly,
he was saying during that
sketch. He smiled and replied
that he was really saying
nothing, simply doing a
Spanish-styled rendition of
an old Charlie Chaplain imi
tation of a certain German
dictator. It is interesting how
even the most classic acts
and varied subjects can be
casually adapted to other
cultures.
Just as entertainment can
be adapted, so can dress, and

the casual round demon
strated just that.
One model gave roses
and was "shut down" by two
other models; I suppose it
was more of a "love, loss,
that's life" theme. This "en
gaging" performance not
only gave the show a bit of
flare but grasped the audi
ence, readying them for the
sport round.
Quadri and Hernandez
kicked around a few jokes
before this round began.
Hernandez, in full soccer uni
form, was trying to convince
a skeptical Quadri that he and
his squad were winners.
Nevertheless as they joked,
Alberto seemed able to de
fend his pride even if the same
could not be said for his ball,
which Quadri eased away
from him right as the music
began. Here, the audience
was able to see different out

SAFETY from page 1
means of obtaining an
applicant's personal informa
tion in, what scammers call,
an ID verification process.
During the job application

process, or prior to promis
ing to schedule a personal
interview, the scam artist will
say the business needs to
scan your driver's license,

certain that the future will
hold numerous other reform
possibilities for the SGA and
the Administration of this
University."
The planned reduction in
seats in both the House and
the Senate are aimed at the
rise of "participation of the
membership" as it hopes to
"assist in creating a more
stable body of members with
a lower rate of turnover."
Furthermore, committees
will be doing more work as a
result of the new constitu
tion. Right now, the SGA
spends a great deal of time

fits for sport all over the
world. The athletic wear in
cluded equipment as well.
There was even one model in
a full-body wetsuit. A
thought crossed that we all
won in this round. You could
see this in all the smiling
faces chatting, commenting,
and giggling amongst each
other. The host addressed the
excited crowd once again and
took the opportunity to thank
all who had come out to par
ticipate. He acknowledged
the presence of Dr. Frank
Franz who was attending his
first Fashion Flare. He also
gave the microphone over to
Ms. Delois Smith who made
the remark, "It is in our differences that we can find
beauty."
This comment seemed
appropriate for the final
round, "Punk and Goth", a
new addition to the Flare that

discussing issues. However,
"under the new system,
this period of discussion will
be relocated, so to speak, to
the various committees, as
opposed to occurring exclu
sively on the floor of the leg
islature." With this major ad
justment in work distribution,
"a system of checks-and-balances is put into place that
will, hopefully, prevent frivo
lous or irrelevant issues from
consuming the time of the
SGA,' said Parks.
The number of elections
per year will also be affected
by the new document. Only

one election each year will
hopefully increase active in
terest in the SGA.
Much progress has been
made in successfully assem
bling the new constitution.
"Most of the crucial deci
sions surrounding the new
system of government,"
have been made by those
who make up the Constitu
tional Convention. Now, ef
fort is being focused on "ac
tually write the document,"
Parks said. "After the
completion of the document,
the Constitution will have to
go before the SGA's Assem

bly for its approval, and after
that it will go before the stu
dents for a vote." With luck
and the diligent work of the
committee, the constitution
will be prepared for SGA ap
proval immediately following
Spring Break and ready for
campus-wide student vote
soon thereafter. Upon its rati
fication, the brand new SGA
Constitution will take effect
in the fall of2006.
As the SGA Constitution
is a vital part of the govern
ing process at UAH, this pro
cess is one that all can be
proud to be a part of.

really acknowledged differ
ences within societies but
also brought to light the fact
that there are also themes that
unite people all over the
world. "Punks" in Japan and
"punks" in rural Arkansas
may actually have more in
common with each other than
they do with people who live
in the same neighborhood.
Also striking is the fact that
people from all over the world
gathered in one room in a
mid-sized town in the heart
of southern United States in
order to have an hour of fun w
in simply exposing them- J
selves to others. The old x
proverb is not entirely off|
when it states that "clothes -3
don't make the man." Never- °
theless, they have great po
tential in making for a good
night.

passport, or other means of involve exotic opportunities
identification to 'verify' your to work abroad or the prom
identity. Or, the scammer ise to have the "inside
claims to need your bank ac scoop" on federal and gov
count or credit card numbers ernment employment oppor
to run a 'credit check' before tunities as well as fraudulent
proceeding with the job ap application or hiring fees for
plication process. Other red new employees.
flags are requests for your
While not all job listings
Mother's maiden name, your are scams, one should be
date of birth or your Social aware of several things while
Security number," the BBB searching for a job.
said.
Scammers often post the
Other potential job scams same or similar job listings on

websites to keep their posts
in prime positions on the
website as opposed to em
ployment websites listing the
job postings by post date.
Also, many emailed re
sponses to resumes will have
a link to a corporate website.
Potential applicants should
be aware of what information
on these websites can actu
ally be checked for accuracy
and fact as well as how fre
quently the site is updated.

To protect against these
scammers, the BBB and the
Federal Trade Commission
advise thorough research of
any email response to a
resume as well as comprehen
sively investigating the po
tential company through re
sources like the local con
sumer protection offices or
the
BBB
website
(www.bbb.org).

at some point in the near fu
ture a new Shins album will
hit your stores... do yourself
a favor and scoop it up

ASAP. Insert Garden State
quote here.
And that about wraps it
all up. Have a good week.

Yes, even you, Alan Moore. I
feel your pain.

2002-2003 season. I used to
love that show. Now I'm re
ally into "House, M.D." and
"Yes, Dear". They keep
threatening to ex the latter,
but I hope they don't. It's just
so funny. Or maybe it's be
cause I watch the one a.m.
reruns while doing home-

work, eh, either way.
How that email got for
warded from the old email
address to the new one is
beyond me. The original Suzy
set that one up and recently
closed it down rather than
telling me the password. She's
pretty sore with me. We had

his hands over head in frus
tration as Thinnes pulled
down the rebound for Rollins
and was fouled with three
seconds left. Thinnes put the

game out of reach with a pair
of freethrows.
Smith led UAH with 14
points. Aderholt added 12
and senior Easterly finished

JOHNSON from page 6
with her '90s self) with
Goodbye Alice in Wonder
land, and Tool is coming out
with something or other. Also,

SUZY from page 9
the Kreskin thing. World re
nowned mentalist, eh? Any
how, the talking head from
"King of Queens"...okay, I
just spent fifteen minutes
looking this up on the offi
cial show website. The epi
sode is called "Mentalo
Case," and it was part of the

BASKETBALL from page 5

Wallace Turman demonstrates how to throw
a pot during this year's second Real World
Seminar sponsored by the Office of
Multicultural Affairs and the Honors Program.

launched his shot, then sank
back to their seats, dejected,
knowing that the sun was
setting on the season. Coach
Lennie Acuff could only put

a really stupid fight and
haven't talked in over a year.
Maybe Joe set up the mail to
be forwarded to him. Like at
the Post Office. Or maybe he
was Suzy once. Who knows?
Thanks for the compli
ments,

Suzy

with 10 points and 13 re
bounds.

The Exponent
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HOCKEY frompage 4
Bemidji State had other plans.
The Beavers would score
two unanswered goals in the
third period to force a sud
den death overtime period
with a spot in the Champion
ship game on the line. Both

teams were determined to re
turn to the title game with an
automatic NCAA Champion
ship Tournament berth on the
line. Sadly, just 1:20 into the
overtime period, the journey
ended for the Chargers as

Bemidji netted the game-win
ning goal to eliminate the
Chargers from the tournament
again. Despite the loss, Scott
Munroe was honored as one
of the night's "Three Stars."
With the loss, the Charg-

ers return home after a hardfought (19-13-2) season.
While the NCAA tournament
still has some at-large bids,
UAH is not in contention for
such an honor. As the sea
son comes to a close, UAH

Hockey will say goodbye to
seniors Bruce Mulherin (LW/
C), Todd Bentley (LW/C), Jeff
Winchester (D), Chris Mar
tini (LW), Jeremy Schreiber
(D), and Scott Munroe (G).
The Chargers wish those

graduating all the best in the
future and look forward to the
2006-2007 season.

(Hazel Green), who was 5-for10 with three runs scored,
Davis, who was 4-for-7 with
four runs scored and two

RBI, Evans, who was 3-for-3
scoring two runs and driving
in two more in the second
game and Bowerman with a

three-hit afternoon in his first
action in over a month after
breaking his hand against
Tusculum.

The Chargers hope to
keep their win streak alive on
Tuesday taking on nearby
Martin Methodist in a

doubleheader at 4 p.m. The
Chargers will open GSC play
on March 18-19 with games
at Joe Davis Stadium against
West Alabama.

BASEBALL from page4—
the 15-2 advantage.
Among the offensive
leaders on Sunday were
freshman, Daniel Douglas
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E d i t o r ' s N o t e : The Exponent reserves the right toedit all submissionsfor content. Due to space requirements, please limit content to approximately 75 words.
A" submissions must be given directly to Joseph Terrell, Editor at The Exponent office, 104 University Center or email to Joseph Terrell at

UAH SEDS (Students for the Exploration and Development of Space): If you are interested in joining UAH SEDS, email shimizs@email.uah.edu.

Beta Alpha Psi is participating in the 2006 Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program. VITA volunteers will be available each Friday through April 14,h from 3:00 to 5:00
pm in room 372 of the Administrative Science building. All Volunteers have completed the required training and have passed the volunteer certification exam. Please visit the
Beta Alpha Psi website (http://mis.uah.edu/BAP/) for further information.

Tee Off with Delta Zeta Sorority! Delta Zeta Sorority is hosting its annual golf tournament which will be held on Saturday, April 22,2006, at the Huntsville Municipal Golf
Course. Event proceeds will benefit the Alabama Institute for the Deaf and Blind, Chaffee Elementary Hearing Class, and the Sorority's national programs. Players must register
by April 6,2006. Please contact our philanthropy chairman, Jessica Girard, at girardj@uah.edu if you would like to donate or play.
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Need math tutor for 10th
grader, pleasecall Alka @7599293.

5r

Reliable, honest, energetic
person needed for general
housework. Salary $9.00 per
hour. Please call Alka@7599293.

Weight Bench (multi-posi
tion) w/attachments (leg lifts,
preacher curl, and butterfly)
150 lbs. of weights, curling
bar, straight bar. First $50.00
takes it... Call days only - 4890306, leave message.
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Start @ $70 for 5 Hour
Events!
Promote brands by distribut
ing samples/brochures and/
or demonstrating products to
consumers. Premier in-store
Promotions Company and
authorized agency of Mass
Connections, Inc., has great
opportunities in various AZ
cities. Positions available
are part-time, mostly week
ends, and typically 5 hours.
For more information and to
apply online, visit http://
www.eventsandjTOmotions.conx
I need a nanny for my 9 yr
old daughter. I would need
someone for after school care
3:00-6:00 p.m. 3-4 days a
week, also it would include
some evenings and/or week
ends. Also, it would include
early mornings 5:30-8:00 a.m.
three days a week. I do have
a guest room that is available
if desired. Must have reliable
transportation. Job can be
full time during summer
break. I amflexible. For more
information call 541-1173 and
ask for Steve.
Earn extra money:
Be a Mother's Helper
I am looking for a responsible,
dependable person to help
care for my 8 year old son. I
need someone for after
school care on Tuesdays and
Thursdays (3 - 6). It will also
include some evenings dur
ing the week and/or week
ends for a total of 10 - 15
hours/week. Must be a nonsmoker, have own transpor
tation, and like/love dogs.
Call Kim at 859-8503 (home)
or527-9984 (cell).
Looking for experienced web
designer to develop and
mantain student group's
website. Compensation ne
gotiable. For more informa
tion please call Mark at 256468-9916 or Dan at 256-7590461.

CD's: 1-4$ each, Missy Elliot,
Enya, The mars Volta, Avril
Lavingne, Dm Hill, Mariah
Carey, Case, Radiohead, Bra
zil, alternative mix cds and
more Call683 3558
Microwave:15$. White,
Clean, has a spinner, owned
for one year. Call 683 3558
Women's clothes and shoes:
sizes 0-1, S,XS. Shoes sizes 5
1/2,6 for sale, all brand name
and excellent condition,
shirts $3-4 each, pants $5,
skirts $5, shoes $1-4. Call 683
3558

MISC
Responsible and school ori
ented roommate needed un
til June 2006 or longer.
Beautiful, spacious two bed
room/two bathroom apart
ment with personal security
system. Apartment is close
to campus, and in a very safe
community. Rent is
$383.50 + water and utilities,
and October's rent is paid.
Apartment community also
has a pool and workout facil
ity. If interested please call
256-653-8857, or stop by and
see Elaine at the Vintage for a
showing. Applicants will be
interviewed, and must meet
the Vintage's lease criteria.
Apartment for Rent
2 bedroom, 1 bath, living,
kitchen, 900 sq. ft. w/d range,
refrigerator, disposal, 10 min
utes driving from UAH. $475/
month. Call Bianca at 5414913 for more information.
Roommate needed to share
house. All utilities included,
phone, washer & dryer. $425
per month. Great neighbor
hood. Close to UAH. Call
751-3342
or
email
Lori4cpa2@aol.com
House for rent. Two streets
from UAH. 3 bdrm, 1 bath, 1
car garage, $690/mo. $750
deposit. No pets. Credit
score 690 or better required.
830-9406

Classifieds
Hall of Famers

Crossword 101

Across
1 Attention getter
5 TV's Sustern
10
close one !
14 Pharmaceutical ingredient
15 Clemens, for one
16 Uncommon
17 Cooperstown's
McGillicuddv
19 Oklahoma city
20 JFK inits
21 Requirement
22 Comes alive
24 Psychiatrist
26 Largest Finger Lake
28 Hardy heroine
30 Paving material
33 Hen, at times
36 Jeweler's measure
38 Caviar
39 Tiny piece
40 Forest plants
41 Punch holder
42 Served in 41 A
43 Armstrong
44 Jury
45 Soap part
47 High-priced
49 Most unornamented
51 Governor Schwarzenegger
55 Schedule
57
Wing
59 Barnyard sound
60 Check age
61 Pitcher with 10 World
Series wins
64
Cornell
65 Pertaining to the ear
66 Modern erector set
67 Good business transaction
68 Shouts
69 Exploits

By Ed Canty
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1 Steps
2 Slow-moving mammal
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40
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38

37
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46
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35

39
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1
22

21

28
34

11

:

25

24

10

19

18

17

33

•

8

7

15

14

J

Down

•

5

3

47

50

• 49
55

64
67

59

58

56

60

52

I51

•

57

63

62

61

1
H

65
68

3 Fish finder, perhaps
4 Perfect score
5 Onassis and others
6 Forum locale
7 Mild exclamation:P1
8 Plainclothesman, for short
9 Clinton's roots
10 Deliver a sermon
11 Babe Ruth's successor
12 Cleveland's lake
13 Marries
18 Before circle or city
23 Bawled
25 Unit
27 Realized
29 Settings
31 West Wing's Sam Seaborn
32 Legendary archer
33 Alley
34 On
35 NY Yankees catcher
37 Cuive
40 Become weaker
41 Ewe's home

66

69

43 Creator
44 Political organization
46 Flip-flop
48 Tripods
50 Spin
52 Pit dwellers
53 Garment size
54 Grooves
55 Took a trick
56 Stare
58 And others
62 Color
63 Respiratory disorder
Quotable Quote

If it weren't for baseball,
many kids woiddn't know
what a millionaire looked
like.
• • • Phyllis Diller
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The A4vMM«rnf *«
DutJS, ft*Aioeboi AaynSrassWeek?
I've beanwewng myiBhdte efg for tfsS

Classified Ads
Classified ads in The Exponent are free for
all UAH Students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact The Exponent, attention Joseph
Terrell, Editor-in-Chief of The Exponent, at
824-6090 or email your classified ad to
editor@exponent.uah.edu for more informa
tion. You can also contact The Exponent of
fice by fax at 824-6096. Deadline for all
classifieds to be turned in is no later than 2
p.m. on the Friday before the next paper is
scheduled to be published.

The powersWwt fc* hew* dsssgnated
as tW ujaefc inwhiffs weas
students are to become more aware
Of ants a&suaintsd wstfi ttw Offoots
ofsconoi.

yqr v vMPnPl Jfpiiii
Vss.SKJtltnwK «s» purpose of Asww
Aurataness Wee" is toeducate students
as to etw negaeve »de of dnneieg. W*h
the itwatabiedapenderof depression,
ever disease, and tr* there is nttts

ooaSBOi? that the swatweus stfe Of
inebriation portrayed tn the media iiihien convinces 9of 10 <s»egestudents

that ttquOMaden raaaous rover-mawl
drun*en debaucheries as nwefi a part

By Clay Johnson
Andsoyou rma to remanBsr tAati
when
^hSra.' $yeuteaiiy rswWfirSvgis"
just wovstfsat from tfsfpoii*
wmat*m to anaudiessce
»r«5ting(m Of your c»tl«i»0n Of
©artbVaasr adden figures.
Maarwhtte,Vm off to earn my spot in'
the gsirssass pooh of promd
r«ee«K, if you mm tahgt
1 mean. Its a dr»r*!n§
pun Remind ms later
tjosfimns'iaRi.Jiase
1* be too arum to
Irerasmtxr

JJ^JytSTIfeksitdyoor fyiawSdrinking
j
age at tshe part*. Thanks
.vrM,,5ssn fortip.
H». Pa fee you thfs p--" '• v H
sfousd haue been TAga* Rules
Concerning Alcohol Consweptlorr
Awareness Wee"
Or maybe1rusting your friend with
Infb that can be used against kxi is

a Mistake- Awarenessweek.
T ^ur drunken Stupor.
11 f
Surprrsad you could iBarodue y j
tesssmiet aKmetwti J consider1/ —
/"njtgsa sm:oK.i 1
IIJff /

